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Change Your Water Rudder Cables
I don’t know about you but I have to change my Water Rudder Cables every four
or five years. They are fraying as they pass through the bulkhead fare-lead just
above and forward of the tail wheel. It looks to me like the original phenolic farelead material is a little too harsh for the small cables so I use Teflon fare-leads now.
Easy to make and VERY slippery. The following procedure is to be used at your
own risk as every Seabee is different and this article can’t possibly account for
every Seabee installation.
Description:
The 1/16” cables are relatively short (approximately 22”) and are connected from
the Rudder/Tail Wheel steering junctions, if installed, just above the tail wheel
actuator. It passes through the bulkhead aft of the tail wheel cylinder and just
below the Air Rudder cable fare-lead. It is then attached to a turnbuckle that has
a cable eye on one end and a swaged, threaded stud on the other that is
swaged (machine crimped) onto the cable. The cable eye is attached to the
associated Water Rudder spring that goes to the Water Rudder steering bar. All
the adjustments are done with the turnbuckles attached to the springs. The
turnbuckles must be safetied after the cables are installed (see AC 43.13).
The cable assembly consists of a threaded stud fitting (normally left hand thread)
that is swaged onto the cable, the cable itself and a ball end swaged onto the
opposite end of the cable. It looks something like this:

There is one little problem; the ball end cannot be swaged on until the cable is fed
through the Rudder/Tail Wheel Steering junction fitting. To do it the way Republic
did it you will need to have the ball swaged in position at the airplane unless you
want to take all the cables off of the junction and have the shop swage it inhouse. A major pain. There is a simple solution however. You can swage it yourself
using a cheap swager and a shank ball with a compression sleeve on the end
holding the ball in place. This has worked for me for the last 17 years and the
assembly showed no signs of falling apart. (See illustration below)
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Rudder/Steering Junction
(Shown for clarity only. No need to remove it from the Seabee)
Tools and hardware required: (See photos below)
Tool to remove hand-hole covers (screwdriver, Allen wrench, etc.)
Cable cutters or a good pair of diagonal cutters
1/2" socket or wrench
Nicopress swager (about $20 bucks at Aircraft Spruce. PN 12-12000)
Nicopress compression sleeves (copper or stainless steel)
Ball with shank (MS20664C)
Threaded Stud, Left hand thread (MS21260-S2LH)
Cable Eye AN170-16S (if replacement required)
Turnbuckle AN155-16S (if replacement required)
Tape or cable marker
Safety wire (.032”)
Procedure:
You will need to remove the two hand-hole covers from the water rudder steering
bar compartment and the two covers on the sides of the compartment forward of
the tail wheel. If you have a hand-hole above the tail wheel actuator you are in
luck! This will make your job MUCH easier. If you don’t have a hand-hole there
consider putting one in. It is fairly simple and will reap benefits for the life of the
Seabee. You must get an FAA certified mechanic to help you do that and sign off
the logbook and 337 form. (There is a previous 337 form from Mr. Bob Gould here).
A drop light inside the compartments will be your best friend with this installation.
Un-safety the turnbuckles and unscrew them leaving the turnbuckle barrel on the
cable eye attached to the springs. (The cable eye end should be right-hand
thread) Just a couple of turns will hold it. CAREFULLY cut the Water Rudder cables
at a convenient location and thread the cable forward through the fare-lead and
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out of the Rudder/Steering Junction. Save both pieces of the cable and keep
them together for reference later. Keep the left with the left and the right with the
right. Measure the length of the two pieces of cable you cut in half and write it
down. The left and right cables may be different lengths so measure both of them.
I have ordered a cable assembly from Aircraft Spruce with the threaded stud end
on both ends of the cable and then cut it half to make a left and right cable
when you get them they will look like this:

Assembly as received from Aircraft Spruce
(I’m sure a local machine shop can make the cable assembly as well but I
mention Aircraft Spruce because it’s convenient and they were only $32.00 each.
It makes two cables)
Put the new cable assembly next to the two pieces of the old cable and mark the
location of the ball shank. I used masking tape wrapped around the cable to
mark it. Just make sure the tape is tight against the cable and doesn’t move while
you install it. It must fit through the small hole in the Rudder/Steering Junction.

Carefully thread the bare end of the cable through the aft end of the
Rudder/Steering Junction and pull it forward and straight until the threaded stud
hits the junction keeping the tape or mark you made in place as you push it
through. (This is where the top hand-hole comes in real handy) Pull the cable end
up and out the hand-hole and tape it to the fuselage so it won’t go back in the
hole. If you don’t have a top hand-hole pull the cable out the nearest side handhole and tape to the side of the fuselage.
Install the ball fitting with the shank end facing aft (toward the other end of the
cable). Install one Nicopress compression fitting over the cable and loop the
cable back into the other side of the compression fitting. Making absolutely sure
the mark you made on the cable hasn’t moved, slide the ball shank down to the
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mark. Pull the compression-fitting down to the ball and pull the cable out to make
a small loop on the end of the assembly. Install your swager tool and cinch the
cable tight. Tighten the 1/2" bolts on the swager ALL THE WAY DOWN! You should
now have something like this (Note: Rudder/Steering Fitting is not shown below for
clarity):

You will have a small cable end sticking out of the compression fitting which
should be cut as close to the fitting as possible. A sharp pair of diagonal cutters
works well. Take a small cut at a time to insure you don’t nick the good side of the
cable.
Take off the tape attaching the cable to the side or top of the fuselage. Feed the
cable into the hand-hole and pull it straight aft. Feed it through the lower farelead and aft to the turnbuckle. Ok, this is tricky; if your hands are small you can get
both of them inside the hand-hole access to the water rudder steering bar and
reach the turnbuckle barrel. If not, you gotta do it with one hand like I did. Not the
easiest thing to do but do-able with patience. Tighten the turnbuckle a few turns
and install the other cable in the same manner.
Once both turnbuckles are turned down a few turns, jack the Seabee tail up so
the tail wheel is off the ground. Wiggle the air rudder back and forth a few times
to “loosen” the cable tensions.
Note
Check that both ends of the cable are securely seated and the cable
eye is centered on the spring. Check the full length of the cable to be
sure there is no binding and that the cable routing is correct.
Now turn the turnbuckles tight a little at a time until they are snug. They should only
be hand tight with no slack in the cables. Check the adjustment by “eyeballing”
the alignment of the air rudder with the water rudder. It is easy to see if it’s off one
way or the other. If adjustment is necessary, loosen one turnbuckle then tighten
the other the same amount of turns. Once you are happy with the alignment,
safety the turnbuckles. This is a one-handed job and five or six wraps around each
end of the turnbuckle should hold it. If you have those turnbuckles with the onepiece safety clips you have it easy!
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Your cable and/or hardware may be different than mentioned above but this is
what I had to work with. You may adjust your installation to fit your needs but be
sure to get the approval of your mechanic. One modification I would make is to
increase the cable size to 3/32” and with the addition of Teflon fare-leads they
may just last longer.
Get your mechanic to look at your work and sign off your aircraft logbook. Close
up all the hand-holes and you are done! It took me about three hours to do this
job. Go slow and be careful.
Steve Mestler
For the Seabee Club

Tools and parts required
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